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Electromagnetic waves 
Electromagnetic waves also known as Electromagnetic radiation refers to the

waves in the Electromagnetic field. Electromagnetic waves can be found in instant
communication, data and heat/invisible heat to name a few.  To understand

Electromagnetic waves, you have to know how there formed. Electromagnetic
waves are formed when an electric field comes in contact with a magnetic field. All
magnetic fields are created by charged particles. Electromagnetic waves were first
discovered in 1887 when physicist Heinrich Hertz demonstrated the existence of
Electromagnetic waves that were predicted by fellow scientist James Maxwell by

producing radio waves. when James Maxwell and Henrich Hertz discovered
Electromagnetic waves, it unlocked a gate way to new inventions such as a

hairdryer and vacuum cleaner.

H I D D E N  W A V E S  A N D  T H E

S C I E N C E  B E H I N D  T H E M

First of all, what are hidden waves? Hidden waves are frequencies that travel through a medium such as air or water and will
move energy from one place to another. There are many types of hidden waves found everywhere, but in this report only

four hidden waves will be explored.

Sound waves
Sound waves are one of the more common hidden waves. Sound waves
are vibrations that propagate as an acoustic wave through medium. By

essentially turning up or down the pitch of any sound it changes the way
we hear that sound. To extend more on sound waves you first need to
know how they travel. The vibrations of sound travel in a wave pattern

which explains the name sound waves. Sound waves move when an
object vibrates and sends more vibrations to other surrounding objects.
Sound waves can travel through any air, solid or liquid objects as long as
it contains particles to bounce off of. Sound waves are very important in

science because it can lead to many new discoveries. The Greek
mathematician and philosopher Pythagoras used sound waves in the

sixth century to discover the relationship between the length of a
vibrating string and tone, also known as the first law of string.
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Infrared waves
Infrared waves, or Infrared light is a part of the Electromagnetic spectrum. An

electromagnetic spectrum comprises of the span of all electromagnetic radiation.
Humans detect the Infrared waves as heat instead of waves because the waves are

invisible to the human eye. Infrared waves were discovered in the 1800s by
astronomer Sir William Herschel. Sir William Herschel discovered Infrared waves

using sunlight and a thermometer. He used a prism in which the sunlight would pass
through, the thermometer was used at the red end of the visible spectrum. The

thermometer was used to measure the ambient air temperature in the room. When
Sir William Herschel discovered Infrared waves, it changed the science community,

particularly space exploration. One of the biggest contenders of space exploration is
NASA because they send multiple drones to learn about infrared waves.
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Plasma waves
In Physics, plasma waves are an interconnected set of particles and fields which propagate in a periodically repeating fashion. One of
the three principles in plasma waves is particle collision with the rate being less than the plasma-oscillation frequency. Plasma waves
were discovered by British physicist sir J.J Thomson in 1897, although plasma waves were firstly identified by Sir William Crooks using

a Crooks tube. A crook’s tube is a sealed glass tube with very little air inside, in which two electrodes can pass through. When high
voltage is applied between two electrons. Which electrons are emitted from the cathode and are accelerated toward the anode. For a
long time, science and technology institutions explore interstellar sound in space, using our solar system and the upper ionosphere

contains fully ionised gas more commonly known as plasma. Plasma waves also play an important role in planetary envelopes in
astrophysical plasmas.
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With all the information we have explored, it is easy to say there is an infinite number of hidden waves, some have been
discovered some are still hidden.
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